       
              Enough for Sociologists to Interpret the World, or Should They Try to Change It?

Sociology involves the study of group social interactions, ranging from community-based groups up to the global community.  All sociologists, therefore, are not about "changing the world" per se, but rather looking to improve or modify aspects of it.  In studying sociology in secondary school or college, one is exposed to notable theories concerning  race,  poverty, cultural variance, etc.  It is helpful to be provided this overview and become  familiar with concepts and terms involved in such areas of potental strife and conflict.
One of the most famous sociologist to embrace changing the world -- via an economic restructuring -- was Karl Marx.  A German intellectual in the mid-19th century, Marx wore many hats: philosopher, economist, historian, sociologist, political theorist, journalist and socialist revolutionary.  He belived that the magor source of social discord was economic class inequality  between the proletarian working class and the bourgeois ruling class. Marx asserted that the workers should become the owners of the means of production and thus even the economic playing field and eliminate classism based on capital ownership.
Marx's writngs attracted an strong ideological following in Europe in the the mid-19th century that culminated with the publication of the The Communist Manifesto in 1848, a work he co-authored with fellow socialist Friedrich Engels. This seminal work detailed how socialism might evolve into a utopian state of communism in which workers themselves controlled the means of production without even the backing of state government.  Marx and his cohorts believed that capitalism would essentially collapse due to inequality of distribution of wealth and that workers would rise up in a revolutionary movement to take control.  
When a form of socialism did arrive in Russia and its soviet states after World War I, the Soviet Union eventually engaged  with the USA and western Europe in an adversarial arms race that resulted in exorbinant military spending at the expense of beneficial social funding.  In hindsight, it seems the international  anxiety, mistrust and emminent nuclear threats created ouweighed any moral and ethical progress.
Presently, what seems to have awoken many of the world's citizentry are existensial threats to health and safety such as climate change and pandemics, along with the widespead disinterest and even denial among some world leaders over a global course of action to address such threats. If there ever was a time for sociologists, along with psychologists,  scientists, journalists, politicians, and others of influence to speak up and advocate for action, the time has come.


